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Abstract—This study investigates the rotational invariance of
various image features extracted from monocular thermal and
photo camera images that can be used for robot navigation.
In addition to the conventional SIFT, SURF, ORB, AKAZE,
and BRIEF image features, a new non-Gaussian binary feature
descriptor is introduced using Levy-Laplace probability density
functions. The rotational, viewpoint and noise invariance of all
features are compared.
Index Terms—Image Feature; SIFT; SURF; ORB; AKAZE;
BRIEF; yBRIEF; Binary Descriptors

I. I NTRODUCTION
Robotic systems that use camera inputs for guidance
navigation and control (GNC) are heavily reliant upon the
front end image features processed from video images. Good
performance of image features is essential for object detection, image matching, and pattern recognition. The increasing
popularity of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and their use
for night time operations require real-time thermal cameras
for pose estimation and tracking [1]. Modern image features
normally consist of keypoint positions and a descriptor for
pixel contrast information around the keypoint. Feature keypoints are designed to be stable under variation in scale,
rotations, affine, and illumination conditions. This paper provides a new method of computing the descriptor signature
and is organized as follows: Sec. II provides a description on
various image features used for this study including the newly
developed Levy-Laplace binary descriptor. Sec. III provides
details on binary image patterns and computation method in
the conventional and newly developed descriptors. Section IV
provides the thermal camera description, experimental images
used for the tests, and method for comparison. Section V
and VI provides the results and conclusions of this study
respectively.
II. BACKGROUND
Image feature keypoints are typically used to detect blobs
or corners and their descriptors come in the form of both nonbinary and binary feature vectors. Several classical feature
detector and descriptor are available publicly in the OpenCV
library(www.opencv.org). The following section describes
some of the common features as well as introducing the newly
developed Levy-Laplace binary descriptor.

A. Features with Non-binary Descriptors
Two of the most popular blob detection and non-binary
descriptor features were developed by Lowe [2] and Bay
[3], called respectively the Scale-Invariant Feature Transform
(SIFT) and Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF). Both SIFT
and SURF uses image pyramids [4] for finding features at
various scales. SIFT uses the principal of linear heat diffusion
to quickly approximate the Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG)
using the Difference of Gaussian (DoG) [5] and isolating the
extrema points from multiple DoG layers, where SURF takes
a similar approach but approximate the Gaussian using box
filters for faster speed. SIFT finds the orientation based on
the tangent of local x and y pixel contrast and designates the
final orientation by forming an orientation histogram based on
a region around the keypoint [2]. SURF, on the other hand,
use Gaussian weighted Haar wavelet and a sliding orientation
window [3]. The idea of the SIFT feature descriptors stems
from the complex neuron response of the visual cortex to
a gradient at a particular orientation and spatial frequency.
It forms a normalized 128 element feature vector for each
keypoint. The SURF descriptor is similar to SIFT but replaces
the gradient with Haar wavelet responses and has a 64 element
feature vector [3]. New approaches in image description use
binary descriptors that are more efficient to process and store.
B. Features with Binary Descriptors
In contrast to SIFT, Alcantarillaet al. used nonlinear diffusion to respect natural image object boundaries in scale space.
He used Fast Explicit Diffusion (FED) scheme to solve the
nonlinear diffusion equation in Accelerated-KAZE (AKAZE)
[6]. The original version of AKAZE used a modified SURF
descriptor [7]. Later, Alcantarilla switched to a binary descriptor that is a modification to the Local Difference Binary
(LDB) [8]. Alternatively, keypoints can be based on Harris
corner scores [9], [10], or Features from Accelerated Segment
Test (FAST) [11]. Corner keypoints have been combined with
the pyramid method to gain scale invariance [12]. An early
binary descriptor is called the Binary Robust Independent
Elementary Features (BRIEF) [13]. It uses randomly generated Gaussian patch distributions and Hamming distances to
describe the keypoint region contrast. Rotational invariance
can be achieved by computing corner orientation as indicated
by Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF (ORB) [14]. Other

descriptors have experimented with fixed circular shaped patterns such as DAISY [15], Binary Robust Invariant Scalable
Keypoints (BRISK) [16], or Fast REtinA Keypoint (FREAK)
[17]. ORB and FREAK use unsupervised learning to choose
the optimal set of point pairs [14]. Others have used grid
image patches, such as Locally Uniform Comparison Image
Descriptor (LUCID) [18], Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [19],
Three-Patch LBP [20], and Learned Arrangements of Three
patCH codes (LATCH) [21]. The newly developed LevyLaplace descriptor is inspired by the randomly generated
binary patches used by BRIEF and cells in the retina similar
to FREAK. It also takes inspiration from LATCH which uses
three points differencing for additional precision.
III. BRIEF FAMILY D ESCRIPTORS
The BRIEF binary test is defined on a patch of size S×S
using a randomly selected group of paired points. The patch
S is set to 31 [14] with a Gaussian smoothing kernel patch
of 9×9 and σ = 2. Calonder [13] considered different sizes
of nd and found 256 to be the optimal. He used BRIEFk to denote the pair size, where k = nd /8 representing the
number of bytes to store the descriptor. After testing various
point pair patterns, it was discovered that an independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random Gaussian pattern
is superior to a constructed polar pattern and a uniform
randomized pattern. the Gaussian BRIEF pattern consists of
scale σ = S/r = 31/5. Rublee et al. [14] further improved
the BRIEF pattern by rotating it by the corner orientation
and applying greedy search optimization. The rotated BRIEF
pattern is designated as steered-BRIEF (sBRIEF), and the
optimized BRIEF pattern is called rBRIEF and is used in
ORB.
A. yBRIEF
The Gaussian differencing resembles the centre-surround
organization of the receptive field. Inspired by the development of Alahi’s FREAK descriptor [17], the newly developed
descriptor further mimics the retina anatomy in search of a
random binary descriptor pattern. It is well known that the
photoreceptors in the retina are made from rods and cones
which have a non-Gaussian distribution. A mirrored Levy
probability density function (PDF) is used to build the rod
cells. The pattern patch is set to be twice as large as the
BRIEF patch for optimal pattern shape i.e. Sy = 2S. The
scale parameter, c, is optimally tested to be Sy /r. The cones
pattern can be represented by using the Laplace PDF, where
b is the scale and is optimally tested to be c/8. Combining
the two-dimensional Levy and Laplace distributions, an equal
numbered rods and cones binary descriptor pattern is shown in
Fig. 1. a Since the new descriptor is inspired by photoreceptor
cell patterns in the eye, and it stems from the classical BRIEF
descriptor, the y is added to BRIEF and henceforward shall
be called the yBRIEF descriptor.
a en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photoreceptor

cell

Both BRIEF and ORB performs patch smoothing to reduce
the influence of noise. In OpenCV 3.0.0, BRIEF uses a box
filter, while ORB uses a Gaussian filter. As an alternative
to patch smoothing, yBRIEF uses three points to compute
second order differencing to increase descriptor fidelity. The
second order differencing binary bits are stored with the
original yBRIEF vector, this is called Lc differencing. Lc
differencing generates a line at an angle to the rod-tocone line. The number of the Lc points was selected to be
approximately 5 percent of the number of rods. The second
leg was selected to be in a 90 degrees configuration with the
rod to cone line. Tests show in some images, Lc differencing
produce higher precision than patch smoothing with reduced
computation time.
Not all image descriptors are equally adaptable to blob and
corner keypoints and tests show that yBRIEF is more suitable
for corners using Harris scores with non-maximum suppression (NMS). Rotation adjustment for yBRIEF is generated
using corner orientation intensity centroid [22], the same as
the technique used by ORB [14]. Scale invariance is improved
by generating scaled image pyramids and extracting keypoints
from each pyramid layer. For testing purposes, the number of
octave layers used by yBRIEF is set to 8 and pyramid scale
factor set to 1.2. The basic Levy-Laplace descriptor pattern
uses 32-byte rods and 50 percent cones resulting in 256bit rods and 128-bit cones. Together with Lc differencing
of 14-bits, this results in a total binary vector of 398-bits.
The yBRIEF pattern is a random combination of rod-tocone connections, independent rod-to-rod and cone-to-cone
connections, random connections, and vertical connections resembling the optimized ORB pattern [14]. The final yBRIEF
pattern is a 50-byte binary feature.

(a) PDF overlay with rod and cone
distribution

(b) Levy-Laplace binary pattern

Fig. 1. Rods and 50 percent cones Levy-Laplace pattern

IV. E XPERIMENTAL I MAGES
Multiple tests were conducted on the various image features. The first test set is the Oxford image data set Graffiti
and Boat * introduced by Mikolajczyk and Schmid [23].
Additionally, the Iguazu [6] image set was also used. These
three image sets, each contains six images of increasing
* www.robots.ox.ac.uk/∼vgg/data/data-aff.html

in Fig. 3. In all three sets where scale, viewpoint, rotation,
and noise are varied, yBRIEF demonstrates high precision
with respect to the other features. yBRIEF also demonstrate
high accuracy in scale/viewpoint and rotation but falls behind
AKAZE and ORB in noise. The classic BRIEF descriptor has
the worst performance in most cases, this is because it is not
rotationally adjusted.
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difficulty in scale, viewpoint, rotation, and noise. The ground
truth homography is provided for all the test images so the
match score can be computed. The second test uses an image
captured by an thermal camera (ICI-9320P), as shown in
image (a) of Fig. 2. The sensor resolution of the thermal
camera is 320 × 240 and it was calibrated using the Camera
Calibration Toolbox for MATLAB® † . The thermal image is
a room with a Maneki-neko figurine ‡ as shown in image (b)
of Fig. 2. The Maneki-neko represent a landmark target to be
tracked by the robotic system.
The Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) metrics [24]
were used to evaluate descriptor performance. The ROC
precision or positive predicted value is defined as the true
matches over the estimated matches. The ROC accuracy is
defined as the total of true matches and non-matches over all
the query points. A true match is defined as the homography
transformation of the training keypoint to within 5 pixels of
the query keypoint. A true non-match requires no transformed
training keypoints to fall within the same pixel proximity of
a query keypoint. Finally, the descriptor computation timing
is computed as a ratio of a reference feature such that the
computation speed can be discussed independently of any
specific processor.
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(a) ICI Thermal Camera

(b) Maneki-neko Thermal Image

Fig. 2. Thermal camera and test image

V. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
In the six-image set tests, the binary descriptors were compared with each other for accuracy and precision. yBRIEF,
BRIEF, and sBRIEF are computed using the code generated in MATLAB while the ORB and AKAZE results are
computed from executables build from OpenCV 3.0.0. ORB
and AKAZE timing were not compared to BRIEF family
descriptors since OpenCV compiled executables are not comparable to MATLAB m-code. The total number of keypoints
for all trials were limited to the 500 of the strongest intensity
points. BRIEF, sBRIEF, and yBRIEF all used the HarrisNoble corner score. BRIEF and sBRIEF have roughly the
same processing time, while yBRIEF is 60 percent higher, this
is expected since yBRIEF is 398-bits and BRIEF and sBRIEF
are 256-bits. The accuracy and precision performance of
AKAZE, ORB, BRIEF, sBRIEF, and yBRIEF are provided
† http://www.vision.caltech.edu/bouguetj/calib
‡ http://www.ai-automata.ca/01
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Fig. 3. Match accuracy and precision

All binary and non-binary features including SIFT, SURF,
ORB, AKAZE, BRIEF, sBRIEF and yBRIEF were evaluated
in the thermal image Maneki-neko test, with features limited
to 500 of the highest intensity keypoints. Test images were
produced by in-plane rotation of the reference image over
360 degrees and computing the homography using the rotation matrix and the calibrated camera properties. The match
precision is shown in Fig. 4 and the number of true matches
is shown in Fig. 5. SIFT and AKAZE are steady over all
angles where SURF, ORB, sBRIEF and yBRIEF have larger
variations under rotation. ORB has the highest true matches
out of all features. This is because ORB in OpenCV 3.0.0 does
not perform NMS on the FAST keypoints. The combination
of non-NMS and 8 octave pyramid layers results in many
redundant keypoints to stack on top of eachother. Figure 6
shows the difference between ORB, AKAZE and yBRIEF for
a 135 degrees image rotation. Over the same image region,
ORB generates greater numbers of keypoints and matches but
are mostly redundant.

VI. C ONCLUSIONS
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This study evaluated various conventional and newly developed image descriptor yBRIEF. The yBRIEF descriptor
shows superior performance than the BRIEF family descriptors for viewpoint, rotational, and noise variations. This shows
higher precision can be gained by binary pattern adjustments.
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Fig. 6. Feature matching comparison at 135 deg
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